Dean’s List for Academic Year 2005/2006

Admit Year : 2005

Anand Sujith HENRY
CHIA Kevin
CHIAM Hui Ting
CHO Lai Peng
CHOI Ming Hang
Jamorn HO
LENG Lee Seng, Melvin
LIU Zhirong, Daryl
MA Weiyi
SOONG Yew Kiat, Alvin
YAN Ming Fei

Admit Year : 2004

Ahmad Firdaus Bin DAUD
CHIA Jiawei, Alvin
HUANG Liang
LEONG Wei Qiang
LEOW Xue Li Shirley
LIN Xianglan
Muhammad Bin MOHSIN
NGIANG Boon Loong
Projjal GHATAK
ZHAN Yisheng, Jonathan
Dean’s List for Academic Year 2005/2006

Admit Year : 2003

CHOO Weisen Christopher Ledesma
DEVIN Marco
DU Yanchao
Dutta SHUVAM
KOH Wei Ming, Kelvin
LIM Siang Ching, Alan
LUI Tuck Wai, John
Priyam SARAF
WU Xia
YAN Lintong